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Boot Camp Week 9 Skill Set Enhancement 

 

This week provides you with many different word strategies and 

patterns to work with. 

Here is a short list of skills to practice. Go back through each week and 

review the skill sets you have learned and hone in on the following 

 

 

 

Blending Patterns for Increased Hypnotic Power 
 

How to use different States in a guaranteed effective and powerful way to 

INSURE yourself added Persuasion Power. 

 

What you are going to learn her is that you can really add any state to any other 

state. Another way to look at this is that one state can "color" another. 

 

And just how do we get states to color others. . . that is to blend  

together different patterns. 

 

All you have to do is language it that way. So we could blend being  

persuaded with fun and intrigue, for example. In fact, you can blend  

really anything together. Effective word patterns for this are:  
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Spatial and Awareness Patterns  

 

� Blend together  

� Make a part of  

� Salt with  

� Add in  

� Wrap all of that in the feeling of  

� Blend with  

� Leverage into 

� Join  

� Enhance that thought with X  

� On top of that  

� Bring to bear on  

� Combine with, on a higher level  

� The sense of X opens onto(their frame),and necessitates..  

� Let’s split that thought off for now and replace it with.. X  

� Let’s build into that the thought of.. X  

� Your value of X beats that up(a frame you don’t like) and causes it  

� to be replaced with X  

� Blend into or with X  

� Embed that thought with X  

� On top of that  

� Behind that thought  

� Above all that  

� From among  

� From within  

 

                                       

Example: " When you see the value of this proposition from among all of the bids 

you've received, you will come to the conclusion that we are the company to 

deliver your project." 

 

There are many others.  

 

The nice thing is that simply saying it, makes your target do  

it in their mind immediately without you mentioning it directly.  
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And because it's a  presupposition, they won't even argue the point.  

 

Powerful eh? 

 

How about I  make this really easy and powerful? 

 

Just suppose  you elicit what's important to someone or what their challenge is.  

 

And now imagine you take  their highest criteria and add any emotional state that 

will make them even more inclined to do what you want them to do.  

 

Here's an example: 

 

Let's say you are trying to close a major business deal, and the deal is a little more 

than your client is willing to pay, but you want to persuade them to buy it 

anyway. 
 

Highest = Getting a solution to the situation  

Higher = Making the right decision 

First = Good Price  ( or cheap price in this case) 

 

Here's how you could put it together in the form of a "pre-frame" (preframe  

= a statement about something to come that gives a perspective  

that best suits you).  

 

You say, "Look Tony, I know you want to get the best price for this project, AND, I 

also realize you need to make the right decision from among all the vendors in 

order to get the right solution for the situation, which is us. My pricing is a little 

higher than the others, but when you compare the additional service & value I will 

provide , that they can't deliver, in terms of real time value, my cost will allow 

you to not only get a solution to your situation, you'll also be making the right 

decision, and on top of that, at a fair price. After all, isn't that what you've been 

seeking all along?" 
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See how you can take a person's criteria, and blend in emotions that  

would make it better and lend it to greater persuasion leverage for  

you!  

 

At the beginning of this, I told you that there were degrees of subtly  

to this information that can make a huge difference to your persuasion  

ability. Are you beginning to see what I mean?  

 

Here's the short version by way of review. 

 

1. Any emotions OR CRITERIA can be blended with any other emotion to  

make a more powerful state that you can use to your advantage.  

2. Of particular value is eliciting a person's criteria, and blending  

an emotion with the criteria to enhance it and give you more  

persuasion leverage/power.  

3. Blending the states is as easy as saying it is so, and/or using the  

simple statements I gave you above to join them together.  

 

These are some of the techniques I find most useful in working with patterns of 

persuasion. 

 


